In the infection of Escherichia coli B(Pl) with restricted TI, it was shown that yielder cells consist of both special and nonspecial cells. Special or predetermined yielders occurred only among the earliest yielders. In most instances, yielder-cell formation was most easily explained by assuming that the first step was a chance escape of the restricted phage DNA from the degrading enzyme of the restricting cell.
In the host-controlled modification of the restricted bacteriophage Ti by restricting, Pl-lysogenic bacteria, the chief block to productive infection by Ti is the degradation of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of Ti (7, 6) . If yielder cells are merely restricting cells which have lost their ability to degrade restricted DNA (i.e., yielder cells are predetermined or special), then such cells should accept and allow replication of genetic variants of Ti in the same proportion with which such Ti variants adsorb to the cells. If, on the other hand, yielder cells represent cells in which the Ti DNA has fortuitously escaped degradation during injection, then, from the low (10-3 to 10-4) efficiency of plating (EOP) of restricted TI on restricting cells, it may be deduced that the chance of two phage genomes fortuitously escaping degradation in one cell is low. Accordingly most yielder cells should accept and produce only one genome. At various periods of time after plating and incubation, streptomycin was added by agar overlay in order to kill the B(P1) cells. Table 1 gives cumulative data of 18 experiments. The data in column 4 were used to construct curve A, Fig. 1 .
Data showing that the total number of yielder cells increased linearly over a 4-to 5-hr period were obtained but are not presented here. A discussion of this phenomenon may be found elsewhere (3) . In these experiments about 40% of the total number of yielders were formed at 1-hr after plating and incubation, and the maximal number of yielders were formed at 4 OI 5 hr after plating and incubation. Curves B and C are theoretical curves in which it was assumed that 40% of the total number of yielders were formed by t = 1 and 100% by t = 5. For ease of comparison to curve A, we arbitrarily set the percentage of mottled plaques in both curves B and C at 5.2% at t = 1 (Table 1) . Curve B illustrates the percentage of mottled plaques if the fraction of cells yielding both phage types had remained constant at each sampling. Curve C illustrates the percentage of mottled plaques if no mottled plaques had been formed after the 1 hr.
It can be seen that the experimental data lead to a curve (curve A) which closely approximates curve C. It should be added that the fraction of mottled plaques formed as a fraction of the total yielders was nearly identical to curve C in each of the individual experiments.
These data may be interpreted in either of two ways. First, the data may indicate that a fraction of the early yielder cells (i.e., those produced by 1 hour) can permit both injection and production of more than one phage genome, whereas late yielders (i.e., those produced after 1 hour) permit only the production of one phage genome. Second, possibly the cells which ultimately become yielder cells are special in that they permit injection by all phages which adsorb to them, but, subsequent to phage injection (but before the cells have an opportunity to produce more than one phage type), the phage genomes may often become separated due to cell division. The first hypothesis is considered to be the correct one and will be discussed further. The second hypothesis was considered and then rejected for the following reasons. (i) Under the experimental conditions employed, the generation time of B(P1) is 40 to 50 min (3) . About 50% of the cells exposed to both phage types are exposed to at least three phage particles. Since 50% of the cells which con-567 VOL. 3, 1969 on September 6, 2017 by guest http://jvi.asm.org/ Downloaded from WINSTEAD AND DREXLER tain both phage types also contain an additional genome, segregation of Tlhr and Tlge would take several generations to be relatively complete. A gradual decline in the relative number of mottled plaques over a period of several generations would lead to an experimental curve which was intermediate between curves B and C in Fig. 1. (ii) About 50% of the cells which are exposed to phage are exposed to more than one phage particle. If 50% of the cells which permit injection of restricted DNA are infected with at least two phage genomes and genomes are subsequently segregated by cell division, then the number of potential yielder cells should significantly increase during the course of the experiment. It has been shown (3) that, at a low (0.1) multiplicity of infection (MOI), yielders are formed in a linear fashion for several hours after plating and incubation. Under conditions which allow an increase in the number of potential yielder cells during the experiment, the number of yielder cells should increase more rapidly than an arithmetic progression; in fact, total yielder-cell formation occurred in a linear manner with time.
Tlaml6.KB-3 and TlamlO.KB-3 on B(Pl). B(P1) prevents the production of either Tlaml6.KB-3 or TlamlO.KB-3 in two ways. In the first place, the B(Pl) cells lack a suppressor for the amber mutation. Secondly, B(P1) cells, because they are lysogenic for P1, are restricting for Ti which has been grown on a host that is not lysogenic for PI. The EOP of either Tlaml6.KB-3 or TlamlO.KB-3 on B(P1) is about 10-7. An EOP of 107 is considerably lower than the EOP of either phage on the nonpermissive strain B (EOP = 10-s) or on the permissive strain KB-3(P1) (EOP = 10-3 to 10-4). The Tlaml6 and TlamlO are able to complement each other in strain B in such manner as to lead to productive infection (8) Figure 2 illustrates the kinetics of total yielder-cell formation (curve A) with str-r KB-3 used as indicator, the formation of yielder cells which produce some unrestricted phage (curve B) with str-r KB-3(P1) used as indicator, and the kinetics of formation of those yielders which produce some unrestricted wild type Ti (curve C) with (2) . Therefore a likely source of those yielders which are able to both accept and produce more than one variant of Ti is in that fraction of P1-lysogenic cells in which the prophage has shifted to the vegetative state prior to infection with Ti.
Such cells would be expected to permit both injection of restricted DNA without degradation and normal development of the productive processes of Ti.
The simplest explanation of the origin of those yielders which are not special at the time of infection is that with each cell-phage contact there is a small probability that the restricted DNA will escape degradation. Delay of phage production for up to 4 or 5 hr after infection could come about in a number of ways: (i) damage of restricted DNA during injection, (ii) the necessity of some unknown "activation event" which permits phage production, or (iii) interaction between the Ti genome and the P1 prophage (or products of the prophage) leading to prophage induction. Present knowledge is not sufficient for us to decide why a restricted Ti genome may delay as long as 5 hr in completing its life cycle in a restricting host.
